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INTRODUCTION
Looking at Backbone Mountain on a topographic map, one can see the
tight lines indicating elevation, can follow the ridge north from West Virginia
into Maryland, can trace the Youghiogheny and Potomac Rivers away from the
mountain and through their respective veiny networks toward the Mississippi
and the Chesapeake Bay.
I recently watched a video in which staff from the Chesapeake Bay Program
asked people on the street to describe a watershed. The respondents gave a
range of answers, including “Is it a building?” When asked if they live in a
watershed, only a few respondents were able to say that they do.
As a person interested in water and water systems, it’s easy to be smug
about knowing the correct answers, but then I remember that I know my
watershed because I’ve walked through a bit of it, have seen the Potomac’s
North Branch headwaters near Fairfax Stone, have followed it along the C&O
Canal to Great Falls, have waded in the Chesapeake.
So what is a watershed? John Wesley Powell, a Civil War veteran, scientist,
and explorer, described it as “that area of land, a bounded hydrologic system,
within which all living things are inextricably linked by their common water
course and where, as humans settled, simple logic demanded that they become
part of a community.”
That community—connected by water, but also connected by the natural
impulses of people to congregate—is what we find, here, in this issue of
Backbone Mountain Review. The journal, with its regional affiliation, is concerned
with the people of the region, with their talent and cultural diversity.
Through my appointment to the Center for Literary Arts, I’ve been
handed—by participants in our readings, workshops, and festivals—a different
sort of map by which to trace our literary community. Where before I might have
been tempted to see individual writers, now I see the tug of connection,
upstream and down, to those most elemental of human desires—to create, to
voice, to document, to tell a story. Words are drops adding to the larger river.
This journal that you hold in your hands is, itself, a map, lined with the
work of people writing both in and about the region; of people who read,
selected, and compiled that writing; of people who secured the resources to
ensure its publication; and of people who will read and carry with them the
words of those whom they may not see, but to whom they are connected.
May you enjoy your wading,
Jennifer Browne
Director, Frostburg Center for Literary Arts
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MARLENA CHERTOCK

AT 13 I L I V E D I N T H E F O R E S T
covered my feet with moccasins
and placed my weight on leaves underneath
so slightly, they didn’t crunch.
I slept in a cave, stole sheepskin
from nearby farms for blankets,
trailed wolf packs to scavenge their leftovers.
I learned to howl at the full moon.
My pawprints grew heavy and determined
in the dirt. I peed wherever I wanted.
One autumn morning, I saw bark
from a white birch curled at its base.
Strange patterns, two top loops stretching
and meeting in a finger nook beneath

SPRING GAP ROAD #4

with markings inside—names.
I left the forest, to find who
would do that to a tree.
On my way out, more branded trees.
An upright wolf used a knife
to create deep gashes in a red oak,
a female wolf by his side.
Once he put his knife away,
they brought their snouts close,
licked tongues. Left the forest, paw in paw.
My heart began to hang heavy
for every male and female wolf
I spotted through the trees.
For five years, I no longer howled
at the moon. I shattered
my reflection in rivers and creeks.
At 18 I changed,
stood up on two paws,
left the forest not caring
what the other wolves thought.
I wore my fur how I wanted.
|1

I let my paws sink
as deep in the soil as they could.
I went to school with other wolves,
wrote down my life in the forest
to share in writing workshops.
I touched snouts with male and female wolves,
never let one set a metal trap for my heart.
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MARLENA CHERTOCK

TIN·NI·TUS
1. ringing or buzzing in the ears. 2. a condition that causes you to hear ringing
or roaring sounds that only you can hear. 3. only you can hear the sounds.
They’re not real. You’re being haunted by ghost train whistles. 4. high-pitched
screech as I lay down to sleep. 5. eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee. 6. specialized cells
dying. 7. can be caused by ear infections. 8. an ear infection a summer since
I was a kid. 9. scarring inside my right ear. 9. a whooshing ocean captive in my
ear canals. Tunnels of sound. Hermit crab ear drum creeps inside its shell trying
to avoid the rushing waves. Mid-19th century: from Latin, from tinnire “to ring,
tinkle,” of imitative origin.
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GARY FADLEY

KAY BOSGRAAF

A RUMBLING SILENCE

MORNING LIGHT

Potomac Valley was the world we knew,
A world complacently quiet then.
The trains of freight that rumbled through
Presented the only occasional din.

The doorway leads to the backyard and the black fields
being plowed in this morning light, sunny and tender,
clean from blue sky. I walk through the doorway
to better see

Through Black Oak Bottoms, up Rawlings Straight,
Through Barton’s pastures and Pinto fields,
The diesel strained at the precious weight:
The wood and coal for the northern mills.

the large-boned work horses yoked to the plow.

The river smelled like an acid dump,
Its fish not fit for people to eat.
And kids skipped rocks on a film of gunk,
While secrets kept and factories leaked.

Up on the wooden plank Uncle Al with his large rough hands
holding the reins smacks the horses’ rumps
and hollers at them to keep moving up the field
where soon the planting will begin after another day’s work
when the plowed furrows are dragged smooth
by the same team dragging the flat wood
contraption over the field up and down
up and down all morning then drives them
to the barn to be put up for the day. I follow him
there into the barn with its rafters, dark corners, and watch him
brush the sweaty horses, feed and water them. He sets me high up
on one of the warm and gentle creatures,
a bulb casts its dim light down into the room with its few dirty
windows
with their spider webs and trapped bugs.
I like it all—
the stink of the horses, their curious droppings falling in heaps,
how they urinate with such force.
I like him, too. I like it all—dependable and quiet,
on a blue sky summer day in Michigan.
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“Floating down through the clouds
Memories come rushing up to meet me now.
In the space between the heavens
and in the corner of some foreign field
I had a dream.”

KAY BOSGRAAF

H O LY G H O S T S I N N O R T H C A R O L I N A
Swooshing by in the Carolinian,
I see through the red-yellow-orange leaves
between the dark brown limbs
holy ghosts dancing in the sharp cast

–Roger Waters from “Gunner’s Dream”

DAVE SWEITZER, JR.

F LY I N G O V E R A W H E AT F I E L D J U S T B E F O R E DAW N
of noon light in countryside North Carolina.
White fields in fall, neither snow nor birch trees,
not home, not Michigan, but strange white fruit
gleaming against brown soil in the sunshine
while shadows run up and down the trunks
along the railroad tracks, white cotton
in noon light in countryside North Carolina
great puffs on bushes, white on brown and white on white,
cotton bulging and swinging by me—
holy ghosts leaping, then an open field
a row of white bales each the size of a big red caboose
grand white beds so bewitching.
Just so will I be surprised by holy ghosts
soft warm white when slanted light comes
in my late afternoon—
bark of trunks glazed in orange and purple
glistening in a shadowed sun.
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I close my eyes and still see movement.
Hawthorn branches, maple leaves tumbling toward the drying ground,
grass, sky,
they all pull back.
Leaves me drifting.
Light flash, low rumble, now wet tires roll over blacktop,
Doppler shifts toward the red.
Roadways full of frozen people
melting in their solitude,
stuck inside their rolling wi-fi dreams.
If my hands don’t fall asleep before me
will I be able to wake myself up?
Row after row falls away under my weightlessness,
corn, wheat …
corn, wheat …
Locusts huddle, hovering,
reaping cicadian rhythm.
They’re everywhere,
their sounds in stereo crashing waves.
My leg tries to step in a hole and misses.
I drop something I was carrying and try to catch it.
Everything is color.
It’s not dawn yet
but patiently the atmosphere prepares for it.
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DAVE SWEITZER, JR.

M AC H I N A E X D E U S
The copper wiring knits around our fibers
microscopic in their intricacies.
Nanocouplings and brass fittings lock up
the breathable air that concentrates around our mouths,
touches us like gear-stripped cannibals,
content and napping after brushing off circuit board crumbs.
I cripple-climb the stairs, then limping, descend.
There is no resolution.
Steampunk time machine still won’t take me to the 3rd floor.
Liquid decision makes it up,
but my lips dry and fold over
like an aluminum lepidopterist’s wings.

SPRING GAP ROAD #3
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The Cancan’s meddling with the rhythm bound by my brain.
It touches me in the way I’d like her to touch
warm and nocturnal
breath sticky and liquorish.
There are vapors that shake the uneven wooden coffee table
and bend up the Indian rug, sending
ripples treading like stumbling shag.
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MIKE WEDDLE

ALLEGANIA
To make the bed of our world, she took a corner of the sheet in each hand
and flung the fabric out, letting the grass and rocks and forest snap before
settling into place. We thought the wind was blowing in our hair, a sudden gust
that seemed to come from nowhere and move across the sky to an equally
mysterious destination. But no, it was not the air moving between us. It was we
ourselves, stuck fast in gravity’s glue, moving with the sheet between those small
air molecule people standing around us.
Allegany is a Lanape word. Living snuggled in the bent arm of the Allegany
front, it is easy to run my hand over the wrinkles and folds that remain in the
settled sheet, pressed out, or not, by the larger hand of time. My wife once asked
me what I see in my Lanape friend who lives here in one of the linen seams. Why
I love her. Magic, I said. She has magic.
Witch hazel grows along the Savage River bottom where the yellow fourlegged spiders and their yellow four eyes move sinuously in that damp wind,
twisting their way above the coltsfoot and trailing arbutus. Here in Allegania she
collected twigs and bark, and crushing the poultice in a bandana she dipped it in
that river and held it to the bruise on her cheek. When I dug my well the douser
came here to cut his witching rod, and used it to draw out the tears welled up
below the red shale earth. In this fashion the poultice drew out her tears, and
the sting of her mistakes soaked into the yellow bark held in that small hand.
And so it was, and as we walked up that riverbank hand in hand I was
helpless, with no room in my life both life imagined and life emotional for all this
would require, the intensity of the small woman. I squeezed her hand, a
meaningless gesture. Bruises are like a rainbow, red then regal purple, then brown
almost greenish, and yellow. In their colors they leave a time stamp on the skin,
a record of all the times in a past either too hopeful or too frightened to change.
We all remember things differently. We imagine the past the same way we imagine
the future.
And sometimes we begin to imagine we are changing.
“Are you going to be OK?”
“Of course I’m going to be OK. OK is my birth name. A little makeup and I’ll
be as pretty as ever.”
“I didn’t say pretty. I said OK.”
“I’m pretty OK,” she said, her smile pressing her cheek into the poultice.
“But what the fuck. I’m a tribal woman with no tribe. I should be fucking
celibate.”
10 |

“We should take a picture with your phone, in case you decide to call the
police.”
“I won’t call the police until after I kill the bastard. Then they can put me
in a little cell like a cloistered nun. Maybe then I’ll have some peace.”
“Sounds like paradise,” I said, again squeezing her hand.
There is a TV show about women in prison called Orange is the New Black.
I’ve never seen it. I know enough about TV to guess it’s not about female inmates
finding spiritual growth in solitude. It’s just a guess, but I’m fairly certain that’s
not the formula.
“I love you.”
“Love you, too.”
Where the sheet of the Allegany Plateau is bunched up high, I have a house
beyond the reach of cell phones and cable TV. The flute-throated wood thrushes
and their repertoire are gone with the summer, but the owls still call to announce
the beginning of their hunts when the light and the warmth ebb away. These hills
are full of hunters. They live in caves and trees, and they live in houses and
trailers tucked into hollows and anchored to hillsides. We all hunt something. If
there are people who are tribal and not tribal, then I count myself among the
tribal, and I hunt people to sit in my circle. Some say the owl is a messenger of
death. I hunt for people who pay attention, who listen to the owl with their
heart as well as with their ears.
I can sit on my porch bench next to my wife and offer her the same hand,
knowing what she will say and not say, with an intensity spread out over all these
years like the sheet of the living earth spread out over the rocky planet, stretched
thin over time. Here an owl is just an owl. A hemlock is a hemlock. A stone is a
quiet thing.
My dirt road and my land-line phone are my connections to the outside
world.
“Hello?
“I wasn’t planning on going out again.
“OK, if it’s that important.”
“Who was it?”
“Lucy. She’s crying. I won’t be gone long.”
“Why do you need to go?”
“She called me.”
By the time I got there, a police car was pulled up to the house with the
red and white lights flashing. The front door was smashed in with pieces of
plastic wood hanging in bits. The frame was pushed away from the wall. I looked
in. Pieces of glass candles, crystals, the white ceramic wing of an angel, and a
stomped and smashed abalone smudge shell were strewn across the wood floor.
| 11

By the time I got there, red finger marks were squeezed into the upper arm and
the healing bruise on her face was again red and swollen with blood in her hair.
By the time I got there, she was weeping deeply, supported in the arms of a
policeman as if she would collapse if let go, her one hand on his chest armor and
the other around his neck.
“Thanks for coming,” she whispered. “I’m fine now.”
I went back to check on Lucy again after a few days, but the patrol car was
there again. This time with no lights.
It was past the time of shadows in the dim twilight. The owl hooted three
times, took a breath, then hooted again. A bat passed overhead, black against
the almost black, then pirouetted against the sky and returned from the opposite
direction. It was fast and quiet. Hand in hand, my wife and I cut through the last
minutes of visible light, the memory of the red sunset fresh in our thoughts. With
her free hand she pulled the infinity scarf closer to her neck.
“Any word from Lucy?”
“No. She was so beat up she’s probably soaking in a tub of witch hazel
water.”
“Poor thing. No one deserves that. Some people just need a protector.”
“Well she might have found one.”
“What do you mean?”
“Nothing. I just have a feeling she may be dating a police officer.”
“Dating? Can’t she just give it a rest?”
“I could be imagining it.”
The yellow medicine confetti flower of witch hazel reaches out with perfect
arms to draw us to it, this ancestor plant of the Native Americans. I keep some in
my pocket to rub on rashes and poison ivy if I’m down where the ivy grows. But
for me it has never had the deeper meaning, a tonic to dilute the resinous pitch
of anger, to cleanse the hand prints of violence. It is a small tree, compact in its
power.
“So are you seeing someone?”
She took a spoon and dropped a splash of coffee on the floor, an offering to
earth mother. Then she sat and sipped. She still needed makeup but it did not
seem thick, only on the left side of her face.
“It’s not serious.”
“The police officer?”
At first I didn’t think she was going to answer. “It works for me. And the
asshole doesn’t dare come around.” Then, “he’s separated. His wife went back to
West Virginia.”
“You said you’d never date a married man.”
“He’s separated.” She put down her coffee cup and smiled. “Besides, I said
that because I didn’t want you trying anything.”
12 |

“Funny girl.”
She kissed me on the cheek.
“That asshole better not come around again.”
“You be careful,” I said.
We both knew there were things earth mother could not protect you from.
Being hit by lightning. Being engulfed by a forest fire. Being engulfed by
depression. People come and go. Demons don’t always go with them. Smudge can
make you feel better for a day. It can also burn your house down.
The cold air moved in like it always does. The ice on the river stacked up
behind rocks and glistened above the deeper moving water. We put our snowshoes
back into the car and I drove slow and deliberate down that other ice river of a
highway and into town. I held my fingers up to the heater vents. My beautiful
wife had red cheeks like a school girl. We fishtailed and I let up on the gas. There
was a hot meal somewhere at the end of this drive, and a glass of wine.
The restaurant was warm and crowded on the cold Saturday night. He came
in just after our white pizza arrived at the table. The policemen was wearing
jeans and a Harley shirt. The woman had long brown hair and spaghetti straps in
the dead of winter. It may have been his wife. It may have been a hook up. They
sat on a barstool leaning and smiling and touching. It probably wasn’t the wife.
It sure as hell wasn’t Lucy.
“We should stop by her house and see if she’s OK.”
There was no argument. “Of course we should,” she said. But at the house
there was no answer at the new door, hung and slightly crooked with
weatherproofing strips. No lights were on.
That’s when we heard the shot.
A police cruiser was racing back toward the direction of the restaurant.
No, please.
I pushed through the crowd to get to see. Everyone seemed to be alive.
“Put the gun down Lucy,” the Harley shirt man said. “You’re going to hurt
someone.”
“Is that your service revolver Frank?” The uniformed officer was behind the
Lanape woman.
“He left it under my bed this morning.”
That’s when I saw her turn to the light. It was worse than anything I had
seen before. Her cheek bone was laid bare, with blood-matted hair pasted against
her face. “Tell them what you did to me,” she demanded.
“I didn’t do anything,” said Frank, the spaghetti strap woman was long
gone. Lucy raised the gun. The uniformed officer twitched nervously.
“She fell,” he said.
“Bullshit,” said Lucy.
“Bullshit,” I said. People looked at me. “Look at her!” I demanded.
| 13

“Lucy,” said the officer, “if you give me the gun I’ll arrest Frank for probable
cause. You need to go to a hospital.”
“You can’t do that!” protested Frank.
“You’re drunk. You lost your weapon. Shut up and cooperate.”
My lovely wife went up and put her arms around the woman, the gun
hanging from her hand. “Come on,” she said. “Let’s get you taken care of.”
“I’m fine,” she said. “I’ve never been better. No man is ever doing this to
me again.”
I was proud of her.
We drove between two folds of the unpressed sheet of the Allegany front,
whiter than ever in the snow. The owls were silent. A coyote passed in front of
the car. You could almost see him smile in the beam of the headlamps.
Author’s note: Allegania was the name proposed for the young United States
by short story writer Washington Irving.
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NINA FORSYTHE

THE GUARDIAN
Beside a puddle
she fashions walls of twigs
cemented with mud.
The roof is moss
carefully lifted from a rock.
The house looks cool and dark
and magical.
“Who lives there?” I ask.
She squints up at me,
then turns back to her house.
“I do,” she murmurs.
“But it’s so small.”
She says nothing,
just pats a little stone door
firmly in place.
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NINA FORSYTHE

A N OT H E R T H E O R Y O F T R AV E L
What a waste, you say,
to come a thousand miles or more
and stagger around like
a blind man at a carnival
to spend precious hours
lost in a strange city
because you didn’t bother
to learn a few useful phrases

you look up to the mountains
straining for the drone of the planes,
imagine Sandino hiding in a cave
watching the village burn.
On the way back, the only thing
you understand is the street kid
who tugs on your sleeve to ask
for a peso, and though the guidebook
warns against it, what the hell-—
you have all this money left over.

or to lose your money to unscrupulous
taxi drivers or moneychangers
and not have enough for
an excursion to the interior
because you didn’t check out
the standard fares or the exchange rate
or to find out on the last day
that you missed the sendero de las orquidias
because you don’t read guidebooks.
How fulfilling to stand in some ruins and know:
this is where the gate was burned,
here is where the powder kegs exploded,
this is the tunnel the prisoners dug.
What you want is not knowledge
but understanding,
so you make the arduous journey
north to Ocotal to see the target of the first
aerial bombardment in the western hemisphere.
On a calm, clear day you stand
in a white gazebo surrounded by flowers
surveying the clean, cobbled streets
and neat adobe buildings around the square;
16 |
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NINA FORSYTHE

NINA FORSYTHE

P O S TC A R D O F A N H E LO I S L A N D

GANGSTER MOVIE

Here at last, shopping in the dark and cramped pulpería
among wilted lettuces and mottled mangoes,
I find the most perfect 4x6 rectangle sliced out of Anhelo Island.

You may roll your eyes,
but this is what you came for:
footsteps echoing in a rain-glazed alley,
fedoras pulled low, wise-guy talk
and crooked cops, the femme fatale
turning heads at the nightclub door.
She saunters across the dance floor
on her dangerous heels, exhales a ribbon
of smoke, and brushes the cashmere coat
of the owner’s son with her glistening
red nails, balancing on one stiletto
while adjusting the other as if
she’s the axis of the world.

The water is that ideal blue that embodies serenity and clarity,
not strewn with brown shreds of seaweed, dirty foam, or cloud shadows,
and the beach is pure white sand many meters wide,
not a narrow strip between jagged rocks and sea wrack.
It must be on the other side of the island where, presumably,
they also have restaurants that serve succulent lobster,
and the rice and beans are not soaked in oil.
Fantasy or evidence? I buy it and return to our turquoise
concrete motel room where my family is watching
a televangelist rhapsodize about the streets of gold
and all the glories of the other side.
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And she is—at least of this world
and maybe yours.
Because when Screwy Louie
catches sight of them
and reaches into his pocket
and the band scrambles off the stage
and the bartender disappears,
you’re not snickering
even though you know how it will end.
And while the blades flash
and the bodies crash,
all you desire is to hear her
heels click across the blood-slicked floor.
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JOANNA EASTHAM

PIA TAAVILA-BORSHEIM

T H AT W I N T E R I C A R R I E D A K N I F E AT A L L T I M E S

ESTRANGEMENT

The man in the Carhartt can’t be sober these days:
swishing gin before scooping up eggs and cereal
bare-handed, antsy, furious.

Tonight, the sky’s blue-black crease,
its rippling tides of thunder,
break into my sleep.

I don’t know why, but he’s been fired twice
in about as many months.
He finds his way back to odd jobs
mopping floors with straight bleach
and a toothbrush.
Resting in daylight and working at night—
I can hear him sometimes through our shared plywood wall;
howling in sleep with the grace of a specter …
there are things around here I just couldn’t make up.

There’s more to this than sorrow,
more than the earth’s caverns
and craters can bear.

I saw him last month at our only post office:
a foaming hydrophobe digging elbow deep
in the bins across the two-lane highway.
With wild eyes he placed any treasures aside,
his forearms dripping red globes that fell
like perfect icy beads to the ground.

An amniotic caul stretches across
a vale of endless tears,
and we are rent.
Spillways, sluices flood
the countryside, send
all birds winging.
Nothing will hold, not even
green grasses, their roots,
nor the grasping trees.

He does calisthenics in the 40 below
and the steam from his wide, urgent nostrils emerges
like a frosting of grape yeast over his misshapen skull
(he was fitted with metal plates where the bone isn’t fused).
I don’t claim to know anything, but if I had to guess,
his time in the war never did him much good.
It’s 11 am now and the sun is still laboring sideways
up the glacier-worn Ogilvies.
The yard still dark, I urinate hotly by the caribou corral,
drilling through stiff ice spidery with fault lines.
The rackless beasts look on: apathetic,
Snarfing the heady scent of human piss, they moan.
We are all equally castrated here.
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JONATHAN TREECE

H O M E I N VA S I O N
Words flew from our mouths
as black and elemental as crows,
and wine turned to blood on the white carpet
leaving the body of a stain to remind us
of the moment we untied our hands together
and cried at our own bruised shoulders
while the intruder that was once like love
robbed us naked and blind.

SUNSET ON NOLAND RIDGE
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JONATHAN TREECE

RACHAEL BEEMAN

I T ’ S A N E A R LY S U M M E R M O R N I N G A N D I T H O U G H T
YO U S H O U L D K N O W I LO V E YO U

AC U T E M O U N TA I N S I C K N E S S

Your lips open
like a heart valve
exuding exquisite murmurs.
The air
smells of burnt toast,
and there’s just
enough breeze through the window
to make me want
to cover myself,
but you’re naked, and
I’ll be naked with you.
We talk of putting our feet down
in a place
our feet have never touched.
Or we could
stay here where we’re just
as far from anything
except each other.
It’s easy with our hands resting
on the slats of each other’s ribs,
feeling pulse,
feeling breath
while the birds outside prattle
their favorite gossip.
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Quietly building a home
atop a hollowed-out mountain.
Settling spending lifetimes
tediously collecting pebbles.
Snuck through hills, down into valleys,
searched lakefronts, gathering.
Tiptoed back to the top cradling my bucket.
Delicately pouring rocks through cracks in the surface.
I steady my breath.
Stones ricochet off empty walls
flowers lean on the window sill
barely visible lights flicker.
Sun sets casting silhouettes on
distant antidotes.
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SHANA ASHBY

TA J
Thought this trip Down South would be a sojourn,
A chance to reconnect.
Ma called it an adventure. And yet,
Her uncertainty is as clear as the fly festival staining the windshield.

I smile still
At Grandma’s overdone worry, of being invisible
At least to those who don’t want to see me.
Taj girl, you ain’t got nothing to worry ’bout.
The flies on the window flick their wings,
Scrambling to savor that pecan.

Ain’t much here, ’cept the view:
ranch houses. Row after row, horse necks bent on grazing,
Daffodils dancing in the breeze, and the occasional feral cat.
Ma and Bluetooth talk stock portfolios,
Since I’m the co to her pilot, I gaze up at the big blue
Wondering if grandpa plucks his beard from the clouds.
Red bricks and palo ninos are replaced with white pickets
And garden paths. The saccharine sweetness of molasses coats the air and
Aproned housewives flaunt their Southern hospitality badges.
We pull up to a lemon house where
I’m wrapped in leathery arms then pushed toward
The promise of collard greens, three cheese macaroni,
Fried chicken, and pecan pie.
“Lucy, you sure that child ain’t queer?”
Click. Clack.
Why is that? Maybe it’s my pixie cut. Or my sweats and shirt combo.
Yet I’m 21 and haven’t dated. Grandpa says
I have enough charm to snatch a man by his
“shrappies” … whatever the hell those are.
“Stir that pot girl!” Grandma calls from the hall.
Staring into the boiling abyss of collards I smile
At my androgyny, of not being able to find a man,
With barrels for biceps and strong hands since
He’s no stranger to real work.
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AJA BAILEY

M I L K O F M AG N E T S
I still hear the voice of Granny singin’ in the keys of B(eware of my loud
soul) minor. The chimes of her tambourine shook over the mountain’s blue
silhouette. I remember how she would slowly suck in the air before hittin’ the
next note, as if she was tastin’ the Appalachian language and her exhales were
her own translations. She’d chant her gospel hymns as Sheldon chucked corn and
I fed the goats. Granny’s tethered limbs limited her to only tendin’ the lavender.
“The most ignored herb of the south,” she called ’em. Purple earrings are their
third nickname. She made sure nothin’ but the bees attack ’em. It rained for
nearly two weeks straight. The lavender enjoyed their bath. They thank mother
mountain and sister sun by leavin’ a balsamic aroma that perfumed her farm.
It was ’round mid-summer of ’96 when we drove through The Glades. I was
eight. Granny sat in the front of Papa’s Ford while Sheldon and I sat in the back.
Sheldon was six. Papa had him sittin’ on a crate filled with moon liquor and
goat’s milk in classic mason jars. This was my first trip.
“I hope we don’t startle them,” Papa said.
“We ain’t. They ain’t forget that we bringin’ ’em the shine,” Granny assured.
Her black feet perched on the dash, watchin’ the mossy flora pass by the window.
“Mama, should I ask them for tobacco? Or would that be too greedy?”
“Boy, that lavender scent back on the farm is all ya need in your lungs. Oh
gentle God, the city has poisoned my boy.”
I wasn’t payin’ much attention to Papa and Granny’s conversation. Maybe it
was Sheldon’s snorin’ that distracted me. Or maybe it was Sheldon’s drool runnin’
down my arm that distracted me. Eventually, I dozed off as I heard Granny say
somethin’ about enterin’ “Hillsbear.” It felt like a second later that the rattlin’ of
Papa’s Ford stopped when we pulled up to a wooded white hut covered with dull
hay on the roof. There was a man with long feathers, longer hair, and an ancient
face walkin’ up to the truck. Papa and Granny stepped out. Papa opened my side
door and lifted sleepin’ Sheldon off the box and laid his head on my lap.
“Watch your brother. Okay?” Papa ordered, liftin’ the crate of southern
goodness on his shoulder.
“Yeah sir,” I said, starin’ at the Native man.
“What Granny tell you about them wanderin’ eyes?” Papa snapped.
I looked down at sleepin’ Sheldon. I counted to ten and looked back up to
see Papa handin’ over the crate to the Native man. I saw Granny stretchin’ by an
oak tree. Papa and the man walked into the hut for a few minutes before Papa
came out carryin’ two large sacks. As they were walkin’ back toward the Ford, I
heard the Native say, “… Anaba, two bags of lavender for you,” the Native
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handed over two sacks to Granny. “Onida pick the purple earrings this morning.
We have grown more this year, Onida wants you to have extra.”
“Told ya that gal knew we was comin’. She be blessed with the senses of a
holy owl,” Granny shrieked as she turned to Papa. “Earl, you really needed that
tobacco?”
“Mama, of course I had to ask. This the freshest plant and it’s not toxic like
the stores be sellin’.”
Granny turned back to the Native. “Thank ya, Lokni. I reckon that goat’s
milk will remove all evil from ya’s bodies. It’s nature’s own milk of magnets. And
that shine will keep ya warm through winter.”
Milk of magnets? I thought. It made me think of those red U-shaped things
that I’ve seen on Looney Tunes back at home in Centreville. I imagined those
curved handles as udders that needed really hard tugs. I didn’t know metal
contains milk. Maybe that’s why they loved refrigerators? Sheldon’s sweaty head
was makin’ my legs itch.
“We need to head back on the road before the tractors hold us up,” said
Papa. “I wish we could’ve see Onida.”
“She knows,” Lokni nodded.
I feared the man was goin’ to come to the truck and talk to me. I laid my
head against the window and tried to force myself back to sleep. I was so scared
that I didn’t feel Papa and Granny gettin’ in the truck until I felt the Ford’s purrs
and we were movin’ down a path laced with trees and sandy dirt. I heard a
rustlin’ noise, like it was comin’ from a bag. I opened one eye and saw Granny
sniffin’ a piece of lavender before stickin’ it behind her ear.
“I’m glad I bought some fresh honey from Jim yesterday. I’ll be mixin’ up
some honey milk in the morn’,” Granny said. “I’ll also drop some of these purple
earrings in.”
“You givin’ a jar to Jim?” Papa asked. “You know, out of hospitality?”
The image of Granny milking a magnet popped back in my head. “Gran gran,
can you milk a magnet?” I asked as I pushed Sheldon’s sweaty head off me.
“Wha’?” Granny turned to look at me. “I knew you weren’t sleepin’ again.
Wha’ you say?”
“You said to the man ‘milk of magnets.’”
“Milk of magnets? I said that?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“Wha’ I think I said was milk of magnesia, silly child. Hard of hearin’ just
like your daddy.”
“Oh. Who was that man?”
“Lokni. I grew up down the road when I was your age. His tribe moved
westward, but he and his wife stayed. We make a trade every year. The shine for
the purple earrings. You know, lavender.”
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“Why?”
“Why wha’?”
“Why make a trade?”
“You listenin’, child? His tribe moved I said. Went to Ohio. He and his girly
gal are the only ones tendin’ the herbs and huntin’ deer. The fires barely keep ’em
warm now that the mountains are gettin’ arctic. The shine heats their bodies, or
if they just wanna feel gitty.”
“But how come you’re not that nice to your real neighbors? Why travel a
long time for an Indian?”
“Hey now,” Papa said as he glared at me through the rearview. “Too many
questions—”
“Drive and shut up, boy,” Granny plucked Papa’s back head. She turned back
to me. “Gotta give back to the people who blessed this land first. They the dyin’
mythical breed. We need to feed ’em, milk ’em, be their teats. We need ’em
breathin’. He named me ‘Anaba’ cuz it means ‘she returns from war.’ My past people
gave ’em war; I give ’em moonshine.”
***
It’s been going on for ten years and I’m still not tired of the trip. From the
summer when I got my license, I’ve stayed awake. Always energetic. Along the
times I’ve been on the road by myself, I’ve learned that drivin’ through the dusty
colors of The Glades keeps you awake. Though it could be Granny’s presence
sitting next to me in the front seat of Papa’s Ford. Whatever it is, caffeine is
never a requirement; even after getting out of Hillsboro. ’Round twenty minutes
later, I turn right onto a dirt road that has the DEAD END sign in front of the
entrance. A few loops and a sharp turn here and there later, I reach the wooden
hut. Not as white as it was during my youth but it’s still a pretty blanche. Before
I turn the engine off, here he comes, feathered and ageless.
“Lokni!” I call as I climb out of the Ford, keys flingin’ in my hand.
“Guitain,” he responds. Lokni gave me my Native name when I was 13. He
told me it means “heart of a young wolf.” Though, I’ve misheard the phrase at
first, thinkin’ he said “heat of a young wolf.” I figured he was foretellin’ how hard
puberty was gonna hit me. “How is Earl?”
“Good,” I reply, avoidin’ to discuss the bustlin’ metropolitan life
seemingly light years away from the mountains. It doesn’t entertain Lokni an
ounce. “Papa’s arthritis has banned him from driving this Ford. I’m now married
to it. He really wanted to come visit.”
“For the tobacco?”
“Oh yeah,” I laugh, playin’ with my fingers tucked in my sweaty back
pockets. “But no, he’s visitin’ Sheldon and his newborn son. He’s traded tobacco
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for cloves to get his cholesterol down. Even had to give up milk. That’s why I
didn’t bring goat’s milk this year, Papa gets jealous.”
Lokni nods. “Onida and I still have shine from last year. The second month
had a lot of warm days.”
“Ahh … the power of global warming.”
“The warm weather attract new travelers. When I greet them, they leaped
away like deer ticks.”
“Ha. Typical.”
“Visitors are still afraid of us.”
“I’m not a visitor.”
Lokni smiles. “Sound like Anada. She is happy you continue this trip. Onida
takes her afternoon sleep now. I tell her you come. She made jars of corn milk for
you.” Lokni points to a small box and a sack of lavender by his wooden door.
Lokni and Onida’s posthumous gift to Granny is several jars of corn milk. Fresh,
crisp, and sweet, like the south. Like Granny.
“Thanks,” I say as I hand over the crate of moonshine to Lokni. “I’ll splash
in a few drops of aged whiskey in here for extra spice.” I walk over and lift up the
box and grab the sack of lavender.
“Tell Earl to write me,” Lokni says.
“I will. Will you be givin’ him his new name?”
“When he stops craving tobacco,” Lokni snorts. “We appreciate this,
Guitain, as we forever will.”
“Me too. Drink a lot of the moonshine, winter is supposed to bite hard this
year.”
I wave Lokni goodbye as I climb into the Ford. Watchin’ the wooden hut
fade behind me through the rear mirror, it hits me that within the ten years of
visitin’ Lokni, this is the fourth time leavin’ without listenin’ to Granny divin’ in
the bag of purple earrings and stickin’ a piece behind her ear. Or listenin’ to her
chuckle as she corrects my poor hearin’ every time I mishear her words through
her thick Southern accent that sounded foreign through my Northern Virginian
ear. I can’t help but to wipe my tears as I merge onto route 150.
I get back to her farm around six in the afternoon. The rollin’ green grass of
Granny rustles in the salty winds. I carry the crate into the kitchen and pull out a
jar of corn milk. I pour some into an empty peas can. I thought about addin’ a
shot of whiskey, but I pluck a piece of lavender from the sack and sprinkle it in.
This may sound strange, but it seems like Granny would communicate with me by
enhancin’ my senses. I often wonder if that was Lokni and Onida’s eternal gift to
her. Ever since she moved to the northern kingdom, my body and blood blended
in with her Appalachian essence, and it follows me even after I return to
Centreville. I’d get this mixture of warmth down to my toes with a spark of cold
joy. Like goosebumps in a Southern summer is how I can best describe it.
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ALISHA MAE

SOMEWHERE SNOWY
Somewhere snowy,
there are sweet hemlock trees
and a brisk morning breeze that
blows new snow in downy swoops,
tracing lacy feathers about our feet.
Your tall form is there,
as though sprouted from the snow:
Boots rooted beneath the white
with sinewy branches bunching
beneath a layer of wool, strength streams
through you, the handle and the axe.
Cleaving the channeled grains that keep us warm, you swing:

SPRING GAP ROAD #5
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SHARON YODER

SHARON YODER

S U M M E R S TO R M

SPRING CLEANUP

The wind picked up;
I don’t know if you heard it.

A lithe and tender green,
the baby mantis clings
to the porch’s downspout,
flexes its front legs, its back legs,
its elongated thorax,
everything that it is.

Like the words in my mouth,
it rolled out and away
beyond the edge
of your listening,
and the rain
never came.

I step back slowly
and return the water hose
to its designated spot.
Some things
can be postponed.
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SHARON YODER

C A R O LY N C E C I L

W H E N T H I S R A I N S TO P S

BENCHED

the flowers will be gone,

Benching myself to keep from spewing words, shaking my fist; a fool I have been,
letting your troubles seep in—strangling—I bench myself from saving you.
Pretend there is no crisis, wave a pine branch surrender. Pretend smile. Not urge
you to do what I would. Leave.

the streets washed away,
the houses no longer here,

You can hear the thunder, I know you can.
and the sky will be out of sight.
I will miss them all, but especially
the tiny bluets that once
nestled in the overgrown lot.

If I were ever asked to create
another world, I would begin
with bluets; yes,
they would be first.
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C A R O LY N C E C I L

TO J O H N S O N , V E R M O N T
Leaving Baltimore conversing about weather.
On US Air, crying babies,
jostling.
In the cab, Canadian news radio.
At the Red Mill Dining Hall,
stomping off snow.
Boots clump heel-toe, heel-toe.
Chairs scrape.
Vermont taps my window.

SPRING GAP ROAD #1
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HOWARD WINN

BRITTANY TABLER

S Q U AT T E R S

A W O M A N ’ S P L AC E I S B Y T H E R I V E R

Interlopers fluttered around the
bluebird house trying to take
possession of what was not
intended for mockingbirds
while she looked out over the
fields toward the Wellfleet
church steeples rising against
the bay in the distance as
the smaller vivid bluebirds
tried to defend the house
made just for them but
what would mockingbirds
know about possession and
intent just as she admired
the artistry of religious spires
but did not want custody of that
Puritan religion for perhaps
she was a mockingbird
who would not want ownership
of those bird houses built
for a storybook God she
had overcome banished from
her human life of connection
pleasure art literature and
the life of the questioner

Because she builds houses out of pebbles along the river bed
Because she grits her teeth like sand
Because her hands ripple the water around him
Because he left Summer in her belly
In a tent a few yards away
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DIANA CAYTON

FOUR LETTERS
The woman shuffles through the shadows of the darkened subway, hugging
her arms tight to her chest and shuddering despite the lack of air conditioning in
the August night heat. Her eyes shoot back and forth, trying to catch the face of
anyone who might be watching, but it’s late and the other passengers shuffle
along like zombies, faces wearied by a long day’s work. Some sort of repetitive
Muzac is on repeat from overhead speakers, and her headache begins to pulse in
time with the high-pitched violin whine. The sickness is only starting, but it’s
sure to get worse fast if she can’t find the money for the only thing that will stop
the pain, stop the great gnawing urge. Barring her ex fiancé coming back to bring
her the fix that she needs, to apologize and offer her a spot in his home once
more, it’s going to be one hell of a night. The bastard, she thinks, abandoning
her when he’s the one who got her into this mess in the first place.
But right now, something is even more pressing than that, and she doesn’t
expect to let anything stand in the way. After she’s done, she’ll go find
somewhere to lie down for the night, maybe the next few days, if the withdrawals
don’t kill her first. Hell, maybe she’ll get better this time, better for real, and
she’ll get a job, and a husband, and everything else that normal people have
without even trying. She’d love to start a family, have a kid and keep them on the
straight and narrow so they’ll never end up like her. She could stand here all day
fantasizing about what could be, but she only has a little bit of time and she
knows it. In a few hours the subway will come back to life with morning rush
hour traffic, and she’ll be gone by then, back to the alleys, or maybe she can find
a guy that’ll give her a room in exchange for favors. There was a time that she
was above that, she thinks, but somehow it scarcely bothers her at all now. She
isn’t sure if she’s nauseous from that realization or from being dope sick.
She clutches a can of spray paint tight to her chest, cradling it in her arms
and yet gripping it so tightly that the color drains from her knuckles. She
approaches the tracks as the train approaches with a clattering whisper that
drowns out all other sounds. It pulls to a stop and a few people shuffle off,
clutching well-worn briefcases and bags, eyes betraying their mind’s absence as
they imagine how nice it’ll be to get home after a hard day. The conductor
glances at the woman as if waiting for her to board, and she shuffles back into
the shadows, shying away from the light like some sort of animal. The doors slide
closed with a small sigh and the train rumbles on down the tracks.
The station is almost empty now, which is fine with her. She slips back to
the tracks, and then over the gap and to the other side, presses against the wall
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at the opposite end. She loosens her grip on the can of paint, popping the cap
off and letting it fall into the darkness between the tracks.
Somewhere in the back of her mind an old song plays, something about the
words of prophets being written on subway walls. Her hands tremble even harder
as she depresses the button on the can, sending jets of paint onto the pristine
brick wall. Four letters is all she needs. Just one little four -letter word. Her
writing is uneven and shaky and yet she feels liberated somehow, standing back
and gazing at her handiwork. Her heart is pounding in her ears and she feels
alive, actually alive for once. The word covers the entire length of the wall,
overtaking a poster advertising some product that she’ll probably never be able to
buy. She looks at the word one last time and then drops the spray paint and
breaks into a trot, heading for the exit, her work complete. A blinding white hits
her from behind, making spots dance before her eyes. She falls to her knees and a
deep voice shouts “Don’t move! Stop right where you are!”
A police officer runs over, demands that she get to her feet and raise her
arms. The metal of his gun gleams in the light, and his hand is firmly fixed on it.
She briefly wonders what it would be like to be shot here and now, wonders if it
would be so bad after all. The officer demands to know what she thinks she is
doing, committing blatant acts of vandalism. She has nothing to say. He looks
her up and down, from her matted hair to her stained clothing and track markriddled arms. “We don’t need your kind around here”, he says, wrinkling his nose,
“And we certainly don’t need that filth.” Gesturing to the word she had painted
across the bricks. He snaps handcuffs on her wrists, quite roughly even though
she holds her arms out to him with no struggle. He shoves her in the back of the
car and wipes his hands on his uniform as if he’s touched something dirty. He
drives away, blue and red lights cutting through the darkness.
The next morning a crew is sent to remove the graffiti. Do whatever it
takes, they are told; the building must remain pristine so others don’t get the
idea that they can do whatever they want there. They show up with gloves to
their elbows and powerful chemicals in plastic bottles.
“Wonder what she was thinking,” the first worker asks the second, running a
hand through his hair and staring at the word, bright red and dripping,
impossible to miss. “Not many people would get themselves arrested just to write
‘hope’ on the wall of some subway.” He pulls out a rag and begins scrubbing all
traces of the word, and the woman, from the brick.
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LIZ DOLAN

T H E O N LY H O M E M Y G R A N D DA U G H T E R H A S
EVER KNOWN
Legs crossed
she’s perched on her own head stone
dangling her hot pink flip-flop from her toe.
Because I’m late, she rolls her eyes,
tosses her hair, files her nails.
They don’t wear them long
and pointy these days, Gram.
Fifteen now, she always sends
the biggest hug to her cuz
same age, BFF.
She pummels me,
did her brother vanquish his chess opponents?
her sisters pulverize their soccer foes?

SLANESVILLE TREE #1

Your verbs are a bit dramatic, I say.
No rain for three weeks and the impatiens
have withered into bearded weeds.
As I enter the small damp house of myself
I water anyway
hoping something, anything will thrive
in this thin dry soil.
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LIZ DOLAN

LIZ DOLAN

IN MY SECOND COMING

C H A N G I N G YO U R D E S T I N Y

From the womb I will tumble chanting
Mandarin, will feast on cod,
tiptoe unbound in red satin slippers
embroidered with crescent moons.

Had you known beforehand
of the horns hiding in the bracken
behind your house, would you have mated
with a bull bearing him a cross
-eyed calf? Or chanted
The Lord Is My Shepherd like hip
hop in the shower
or chopped the cat paper thin
and fried him till he crisped
before you swallowed him whole?

Is it true the Chinese abhor big feet?
Upon rising I will sing, take cold showers
will triple back off balance beams
won’t give a hoot if the iceman cometh.
Unlike Tyrone in Long Day’s Journey
I will refuse to squander my gift
for the bitch promise of success.
What the hell was it I wanted to buy?
he asked. A pig with black ears

But if you had shifted
the parched staccatos of your dailiness
you might have missed
the gelatinous blood of despair
and the sweet dark rise
into the bright blue teeth of a new moon.

I will breed and will not give a fig
if I cannot inhabit a gabled mansion
or sip salted gimlets from Waterford glass
or if anyone swallows a word I say.
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JORDAN EDWARD MORROW

SID GOLD

A N E VA DA S TA R

PUNCHLINE

the feeling of her fingers alongthecurveofmyspine
a melody of violins performing our song—we sing
together.

The day I moved, my father,
his demeanor purposeful
as a hawk’s & accustomed
to the work, showed me
& two buddies, all of us
half his age, how to get it done.

She’s always open
like a flouted flower in the purest of spring:
and I love the way her eyes are unique Nevada stars over
the expressions she makes (even when she doesn’t mean to.

Where did you find this guy?
they joked while taking a breather
on the front steps, a bit envious
but loose as any happy-hour crowd.

Immaculately,
-adjacent to ivory skin-her lip
’s always different vibrant colors that catches my interest and
fastens them with the sweet gentle caress of her kiss)our kiss.

Let’s get moving, urged my father,
stepping toward the 12-Footer.
I rose, but my two pals just sat there,
waiting for the punchline.

Love crumbling me within
and gravity of her touch
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beneath the weight
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SID GOLD

SID GOLD

OLD EUROPE

THE SHED

Off in one corner
a small boy has turned
his head to make certain
no one sees him taking a pee

During the first days of winter
I build a crude shed
of driftwood, mill ends,
rougher’s leavings.

& across the piazza a crowd
of workers mills around while waiting
for the day’s list of names
to be posted on the post office door.

Knuckles skinned,
my bleeding hands soon stiffen like pegs.
The crests of frozen hills
surround my fires.

Other than a few stray dogs
baring their teeth at each other,
nothing else is happening.

Inside I wait for the creak
of hand-hewn boards,
a shiver of blades to shear my blood.

Only, somewhere off-canvas,
an angel silently weeps.

Throughout the night
sleet weaves its icy shroud.
If I don’t belong here,
nothing is telling me to leave.
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DARREN DEMAREE

DARREN DEMARE

A LU M N I #104

A LU M N I # 105

I have been gone
from the legs
of the flower,
that doesn’t mean
that I have
not swallowed
my share
of the bloom. I never
paid attention
to the season,
I just consumed all
of the beauty
I found in Ohio.
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After the lambing season,
we graduated. After the lion
season, we went to rehab.
In the human seasons
that have followed we learned
to love our animal regrets.
If we become starlight,
my only hope is that we love
how our bodies disappear
without the glimmer
that is now our whole world.
That is the opposite of sorrow.
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Sweitzer returned to WVU as an employee of Student Affairs. His work previously appeared
in Backbone Mountain Review and Calliope.

Carolyn Cecil, from Baltimore, Maryland, is a member of the Ligonier Valley Writers and
Burlington Writers Workshop. Her poetry is published in The Broadkill Review, FreeState
Review, Loyalhanna Review, and others. Her chapbook, Taken Away, published by the
Broadkill Press, includes Your Family Antics, Memoirs and Calamities, nominated for the 2013
Pushcart Prize.
Marlena Chertock’s first collection of poetry, On that one-way trip to Mars, is available from
Bottlecap Press. She is the poetry editor for District Lit. Her poems and short stories have
appeared or are forthcoming in Crab Fat, The Deaf Poets Society, The Fem, Paper Darts, and
Wordgathering. Find her at marlenachertock.com or @mchertock.

Pia Taavila-Borsheim is a full professor teaching literature and creative writing at
Gallaudet University. In 2008, Gallaudet University Press published Moon on the Meadow:
Collected Poems 1977-2007; Finishing Line Press published her chapbook, Two Winters, in
2011. Mother Mail is forthcoming in 2017 from Hermeneutic Chaos Press.
Brittany Tabler is a writer living in Western Maryland. She has been published in Oak
Leaves magazine and has appeared in a previous edition of Backbone Mountain Review. She
is working on her first collection of poems and a novel.

Darren C. Demaree is the author of six poetry collections, most recently The Nineteen Steps
Between Us (2016, After the Pause Press) and the forthcoming Many Full Hands Applauding
Inelegantly (8th House Publishing). Managing editor of the Best of the Net Anthology and
Ovenbird Poetry, he lives in Columbus, Ohio, with his wife and children.

Jonathan Treece is an award-winning editor, poet, author, and playwright. His previous
works include The Piedmont Project, a series of poems depicting the death of a small, rural
town; and his poetry has been published in The Axe Factory, Avatar Review, and elsewhere.
He lives in Cumberland, Maryland.

Ed DeWitt is an award winning photographer and writer living and working in Hampshire
County, West Virginia. As a reporter and photographer for The Hampshire Review—West
Virginia's biggest and best weekly newspaper—Ed has pushed his art in the direction of
documenting the people and places he encounters in his daily life. He lives in the woods
with his dog Nova.

Mike Weddle is a Garrett County resident and a practicing physician in nearby Meyersdale,
Pennsylvania. He has published in several literary magazines, and in the Backbone Mountain
Review since 2008. He received the fiction award in 2011. Weddle has taught writing as a
wellness practice at Allegany College of Maryland.

Liz Dolan’s poetry manuscript, A Secret of Long Life, was published by Cave Moon Press.
Her first poetry collection, They Abide, nominated for The McGovern Prize, was published by
March Street. A winner of Best of the Web, she has received fellowships from the Delaware
Division of the Arts, The Atlantic Center for the Arts, and Martha’s Vineyard.
Joanna Eastham is a poet, artist, and activist focusing on small town quality living for
women, children, and folks with developmental disabilities. She has been published in
Voices from the Attic and Bittersweet Magazine as well as past issues of BMR. She lives in
Western Maryland with her husband, the writer Jonathan Treece, and their two dogs, Neville
and Winston.

Howard Winn’s work, both poetry and short fiction, has been published in Dalhousie
Review, The Long Story, Galway Review, Antigonish Review, Chaffin Review, Evansville Review,
3288 Review, The Pennsylvania Literary Journal and Blueline. He is Professor of English
at SUNY.
Sharon Yoder, a Garrett County native, lives in Allegany County, where she teaches at
Allegany College of Maryland. She treasures the constantly changing displays of nature
found in this mountainous area and enjoys tangling with the raspberry jungle that
threatens to overrun her back yard.

Gary Fadley is a poet and writer who lives in Pinto, Maryland.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Email Submission Deadline: Friday, July 28, 2017
POETRY, FICTION, DRAMA, AND CREATIVE NONFICTION
REGIONAL AFFILIATION:
Backbone Mountain Review (BMR) is an annual literary journal showcasing the creative
talents and cultural diversity of the people and places within the Appalachian Mid-Atlantic.
Thus, writers should reside in or have close personal ties to the geographical region.
Writers with no ties to the area may also submit, provided their poetry or prose features
the people or places within the BMR community:
Maryland: Allegany, Carroll, Frederick, Garrett, Howard, Montgomery, and Washington
counties. Pennsylvania: Adams, Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Centre, Clearfield, Cumberland,
Fayette, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Huntingdon, Indiana, Juniata, Mifflin, Perry, Somerset,
Washington, Westmoreland, and York counties. Virginia: Clarke, Frederick, Loudon, Page,
Rockingham, Shenandoah, and Warren counties. West Virginia: Barbour, Berkeley, Grant,
Hampshire, Hardy, Jefferson, Marion, Mineral, Monongalia, Morgan, Pendleton, Preston,
Randolph, Taylor, and Tucker counties.

GUIDELINES:
1. Writers are invited to submit up to five (5) pages of poetry (no more than one poem per
page), or up to ten (10) pages of fiction, creative nonfiction or short plays. We request
that writers submitting in more than one genre not exceed the ten (10) page limit.
Submissions in excess of these quantities will not be considered by the editors.
2. All submissions must be previously unpublished, original works by the submitting author.
Submission conveys first publication rights to BMR, including the right to digitally
archive the entire issue for post-publication download from the Allegany County Library
System and the BMR website’s archives, after which rights revert to the author.
3. All entries must be emailed to backbonemountainreview@gmail.com by the Friday,
July 28 deadline.
• All entries must be submitted as email attachments formatted as MS Word or RTF (rich
text format) documents.
• DO NOT include your name on ANY of the attached submission.
• In the body of your email, include your name, address, phone number, title(s) of work
submitted, and your regional affiliation (whether you’re living in, connected to, or
submitting writing about the BMR community).
4. Writers with work selected for inclusion will be notified via email by September 20th.
Contributors will have two weeks, until October 4th, to proof galleys and/or provide bios
by return email.

For more information, visit us at backbonemountainreview.wordpress.com or
facebook.com/groups/BackboneMountainReview/
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